Scholarship & Award Opportunities

Computer Science is a high-demand field that emphasizes knowledge and
innovation; its impact is felt in every aspect of our lives. Our faculty and
students are poised at the cutting edge of computing, ready for an ever
changing world. We prepare our students for imagining, designing, and creating

Computer Science and
Informatics Excellence Awards
Every year the Computer and Information Sciences (COIS) and Informatics faculty has the
pleasure of selecting the excellence award winners in our programs. The criteria for selection
of award winners is primarily based on academic achievement, however, it is not the only
criteria. Our award winners are typically students with junior or senior standing with excellent
Computer Science or Informatics, as well as overall academic achievements. During their
studies at IU South Bend, much has been expected of these students, and they have been
consistent in their efforts to excel.

the technology of the future. Our program adopts a comprehensive approach
spanning the continuum of computer science from the mathematical
foundations all the way to the practical development of future technology. With
the skills that they obtain while studying at Indiana University, our graduates
are in high demand in Indiana as well as nationally.

John P. Russo and William J. Knight Computer
Science Scholarships
Every year the COIS Awards Committee has the pleasure of selecting the John P.
Russo and William J. Knight Scholarship recipients. The basis for these awards is
demonstrated potential for academic excellence in Computer Science or Informatics. The
COIS faculty congratulate the scholarship recipients and applaud their achievements.

Informatics provides you technology education to solve real world problems. It
gives you a structural path to a bright future in information technology careers
while also providing the flexibility you need to study what you love. As an
informatics student, you won’t just study information technology. You will model

Informatics Scholarship
Every year the Informatics Awards Committee has the pleasure of selecting the Informatics
Scholarship recipients. The Informatics scholarship has been established to provide high
achieving incoming high school students majoring in Informatics at IU South Bend with
financial assistance in completing their degrees. The Informatics faculty congratulate the
scholarship recipients and applaud their achievements.

how technology impacts the academic disciplines that interest you most.
Informatics is the understanding of information technology, its impact on society,
and its applications to various fields such as biology, health care, chemistry, arts,
business, music, philosophy, and psychology. Informatics is also one of the
fastest growing fields in technology, and the demand is high in Indiana and
nationwide.

Benson Jengela
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What would be your advice to current high school students based on your experience?
Based on my experience I would advise high school student to create at least a background level study
overview of the major and course they are intending to take once they get into college. Also, I would
advise high school students to have a mindset of acceptance on the difference between high school
and college structure of learning and to not give up.

What is your high school and hometown?
My high school is St. Joseph Cathedral High School and my hometown is Dar is salaam.

How was your transition from high school to college? Did you face any particular problems?
Well, high school and college are clearly two separate levels with different structures and depth of
learning. Keeping that in mind I did not face a lot of challenges to adjust to the college environment

Who made an impact in your decision to attend college?
Dedication and hard work from my mother as a single parent to support my education goals and needs has
been a drive force and inspiration for me to attend college. Also, my ambitions to achieve at least a bachelor
in my education journey contributed to my decision to attend college

and learning structure. I honestly created a mind set of adjustment and working a lot harder than I used
to back in high school.

What motivates you to achieve excellence in your academic coursework at IUSB?
The strong and supportive team of staff and faculty at IUSB especially the Department of Computer

Why did you choose Computer Science or Informatics? What or who inspired you?
My dreams and goals before I graduated high school were in aviation, but due to my health condition of poor
vision I was told I was not eligible to get into aviation. So, I decided to get into Computer Science field because it could branch and allows me to work in any other sector that I want including aviation. But when I
started college as a Computer Science major my passion has fallen into cyber security and I am planning to
persue my career in cyber security.

If you could go back in time, let’s say 4 or 5 years ago, would you change attending college or choosing the major?
If I could go back in time 4 or 5 years ago, I could build a strong background on Computer Science and related subjects so as I could have been more competent with the structure and knowledge of Computer Science.
And yes, I would still attend college.

Science and Informatics, that I have always been going to seek for help on different occasions concerning my academic excellent and they have always helped accordingly. Working and cooperating
with my fellow student, engaging in group discussions and use of the tutoring center has helped me
achieve excellence as well. Availability of different resources at IUSB such as the labs with all sorts of
software and hardware needed for the best learning environment.

Where do you see yourself in the next 5- 10 years? What do you want to do after graduation?
Honestly, I see my self perusing my career programming or working with a cooperate to fight cybercrimes as I am intending.

What advice would you give to your peers in CS/Informatics regarding achieving their dreams,
successful course work, etc.?
I would advise my peers in CS to not give up and create a mindset of open-mindedness to learn and
master different concepts of programming and Computer Science. Also, to not hesitate to seek for help
whenever they feel they need one, from other students, faculty or tutors.

What has been your biggest academic accomplishment so far?
My biggest academic accomplishment is being able to maintain a distinction performance in my cumulative college progress. And personally, being able to complete the programming level course along with
completing my requirements to be a math minor.

Would you like to share things that you do outside of school related to CS/Info (like work,
internship, etc.) or other fun activities
As a junior student I am working and involving myself in different Organizations to bridge the relationship of faculty, students and staff on campus. I am senator in the IUSB Student Government Association,
working in Information and Technology committee because it relates with my major and I want to help the
development of the sector on campus, also I work in the publications committee, Diversity and Inclusion
committee and Funding request committee. I am also an officer for the honors program, and representative of International Students Organization.

